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1. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT
At the end of the FACTS project, on March 2020, the SC was asked to review the following set
se of final project
deliverables:



Five test plans (deliverable D3) : D3-T2.1 Detailed test plan: Ground Tests with BACS; D3-T2.2 Detailed test plan:
Test Flight 1; D3-T2.3 Detailed test plan Flight Tests: Test Plan Airbus Ground Engine Run; D3-T2.5 Detailed
test plan: ECS Pack Surface Samples; D3-T3A Detailed test plan: Toxicological Assessment ;



Nine literature search and expe
experimental tests reports (deliverable D7): “D7-T1.1 Review of the state of the art
and establishment of the baseline for the FACTS project”; ““D7-T2.2 Exposure Monitoring: Flight Test 1 Test
Results Report”, “D7-T2.3 Exposure Monitoring: Flight Test 2 Ground Test Results Report ”, “D7-T2.5
“
ECS swap”,
“D7-T3A1 Preliminary Experiments”, ““D7-T3A2 Assessment of 6 fumes generated with mini-BACS
mini
for bioassay
assessment”, “D7-T3A3 Bioassay assessment and limited mice inhalation study using RIVM mini
mini-BACS”, “D7T3B Toxicological
xicological Risk Assessment for Air Cabin Pollution”, ““D7-T4 Risk Mitigation Strategy – Intermediate
Report”;



A final report: “D7 Final Report”.

The purpose of this document is to summarize SC recommendation (Section 2) and rationale for recommendation
(Section 3) regarding these documents, hereafter referred to as “final deliverables”.
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2. RECOMMENDATION
There is consensus within the SC that the set of “final deliverables” cannot be entirely accepted in the current form and
1
that most of the deliverables still require a major revision before acceptance can be recommended (Table 1) ;

Table 1. SC recommendation regarding the set of FACTS “final deliverables”
DOCUMENT NAME
D3-T2.1
T2.1 Detailed test plan; Ground Tests with BACS
D3-T2.2 Detailed test plan; Test Flight 1
D3-T2.3
T2.3 Detailed test plan; Flight Tests: Test Plan Airbus Ground Engine Run
D3-T2.5
T2.5 Detailed test plan; ECS Pack Surface Samples
D3-T3A Detailed test plan; Toxicological Assessment
D7-T1.1
T1.1 Review of the state of the art and establishment of the baseline for the FACTS project
D7-T2.2
T2.2 Exposure Monitoring: Flight Test 1 Test Results Report
D7-T2.3 Exposure Monitoring: Flight Test 2 Grou
Ground Test Results Report
D7-T2.5 ECS swap
D7-T3A1 Preliminary Experiments
D7-T3A2
T3A2 Assessment of 6 fumes generated with mini
mini-BACS for bioassay assessment
D7-T3A3
T3A3 Bioassay assessment and limited mice inhalation study using RIVM mini
mini-BACS
D7-T3B
T3B Toxicological Risk Assessment for Air Cabin Pollution
D7-T4 Risk Mitigation Strategy – Intermediate Report
D7 Final Report

SC RECOMMENDATION*
Acceptance
Acceptance
Conditional acceptance
Acceptance
Acceptance
Acceptance
Conditional acceptance
Conditional acceptance
Conditional acceptance
Conditional acceptance
Conditional acceptance
Conditional acceptance
Conditional acceptance
Conditional acceptance
Conditional acceptance

The rationale for this recommendation is provided in Section 3.

1

For some documents, “conditional acceptance” is recommended, meaning that acceptance is conditioned to their
major revision based on the comments raised in Sect.3
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3. RATIONALE FOR RECOMMENDATION
This section aims at providing a rationale for the SC recommendation given in Section 2. SSpecific
pecific comments for the set
of “final deliverables”, document by document, are listed in the following pages. Each document
doc
is analysed and
comments for improvements reported as: (i) nice to have, for documents for which acceptance
ance is recommended,
recommended and
(ii) mandatory for possible acceptance, for documents for which conditional acceptance
ance is recommended.
recommended

3.1 TEST PLANS - D3
“D3-T2.1 Detailed test plan; Ground Tests with BACS
BACS”: ACCEPTANCE
“Nice to have” Comments
The text should be revised.
The functionality of the sampling procedure remains untested
The report should have been submitted six months after the project beginning.
The project should have benefit for an already functioning BACS and not requiring installation and development. It is
not clear the reference to installation procedure in the KlimaTIS project.
“D3-T2.2
T2.2 Detailed test plan; Test Flight 11”: ACCEPTANCE
“Nice to have” Comments
It is not clear why the results/rights are stated to be subjected to other intellectual or industrial properties while
these should be owned solely by the union.
The selection of the specific engine used for the test should be better described to avoid possible questioning of the
outcomes from the test.
Furthermore, it has been clearly demonstrated (see flight test 1 report) that it has not been possible to provoke oil
contamination during the flight. Therefore, the fulfilment of test flight 1 is still questionable with respect on this
important intentional purpose.
Engine and APU oil type: NYCO oil Turbonycoil 600. This is an alternative to the other approved oils which is TCP
free…”The official approval of this TCP
TCP-free
free oil was one of the biggest flaws of this test flight. The DG-MOVE
DG
Tender
document MOVE/C2/2016-363
363 was mainly focused on organophosphate hazar
hazards
Page 21: “The provocation of cabin air conditions with possible high concentrations of engine oil is expected to be
established by anyone of the following conditions:
• by over-topping
topping of the engine oil reservoir
• by starting the ECS and APU simultane
simultaneously
• by starting the ECS before stabilization of the main engine
• at a high-power take-off
• at the top of climb
• at the top of descent
• at switching on anti-icing
icing during descent…”
Has
as any condition caused an oil leak? - Verifiably not - so as again reported there is still doubt the test was properly
positive
Page 46: “…It should also be investigated if all high
high-power
power outlets are powered during the entire flight. Also bus and
generator phase loading shall be considered in dividing equipment power over the different power outlets…”
This problem, although known long in advance, was not resolved beforehand and played a major role for test flight
flop. Note, such incapability in solving problems hold also true for many other project shortcomings (e.g., BACS,
Engine tests, in-flight
flight measurements, cold trap, toxicity tests, etc.).
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“D3-T2.3
T2.3 Detailed test plan; Flight Tests: Test Plan Airbus Ground Engine Run
Run”: CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE
Comments “mandatory
andatory for possible acceptance of the document”
Ground tests were not clearly foreseen in the technical proposal but considered only as mitigation for shortcomings.
The ground test should be considered as deviation from the agreed proposal.
The test plan is delivered late and whatever comment could not be con
considered
sidered for the actual test.
The detailed test plan for FT2 was much better prepared than FT1 (lessons learned) but the flight was then aborted
due to pack failure

“D3-T2.5
T2.5 Detailed test plan; ECS Pack Surface Samples
Samples”: ACCEPTANCE
“Nice to have” Comments
A clearer rationale of this procedure should be stated in accordance to the technical proposal (which was stating that
“sampling of surfaces won’t add value to knowledge of bleed air quality” and “analyses might become costly
compared to the valuee of information gained”.
The test plan is delivered late and whatever comment could not be considered for the actual test.

“D3-T3A
T3A Detailed test plan; Toxicological Assessment
Assessment”: ACCEPTANCE
“Nice to have” Comments
A clearer rationale of this procedure should be stated in accordance to the technical proposal (which was stating that
“sampling of surfaces won’t add value to knowledge of bleed air quality” and “analyses might become costly
compared to the value of information
mation gained”.
The test plan is delivered late and whatever comment could not be considered for the actual test.
Pag. 3 – The project plan, although updated, still refer to tasks never carried out at the BACS, and in particular to the
fume generation. In this regard, authors refer to the work performed together with the SC to solve some important
gaps “This is the detailed test plan of task 3A. It is an updated version of (part of) the previous version of the FACTS
Test Plan (FACTS-D3,
D3, version 2017.07.1
2017.07.15),
5), which integrated both the test plans of Task 2 and Task 3A. It was adjusted
after the meetings with the Scientific Committee on 15/11/18 in which the following remarks and advices were
formulated considering the preliminary experiments: Fumes generate
generated
d and condensing in the system may be
different in different realistic”
As a follow-up
up of the meeting, it was agreed to select the fumes according to “scenario A”:
•
Scenario A: all potential contaminations; no dependency on other flight/engine tests
Description:
cription: In order to have an understanding about the hazards of the main bleed air contaminants, four engine oils
and two hydraulic oils will be used as contaminations source. Once the mini
mini-BACS
BACS is operational, all six fumes can be
generated without dependency
dency on other test campaigns. The pressure and temperature range is based on Flight Test
1.
Fume Contamination source
Pressure & temperature
1
Turbonycoil 600 (NYCO) Based on flight test 1 and within boundaries of mini
mini-BACS <3bar pressure and
<650T)
2
MJO II (Exxon Mobil)
3
ETO 2197 (Eastman)
4
ETO 2380 (Eastman)
5
Exxon Mobil HyJet V
6
Skydrol V
This is likely the meaning of the wording “regarding chemical composition, in combination with realistic engine
conditions (considering T/p)”
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Pag. 5 –The
The text reads, e.g., at page 5: “In Task 2 several conditions will be tested to generate fumes.” And “Neurotox
screening of six most severe fumes regarding chemical composition, in combination with realistic engine conditions
(temperature/pressure) generated
ted with the BACS simulator of Task 2 and trapped for neurotox in vitro screening:”
Pag. 7 – The text reads “In Task 2 the six most severe fume conditions regarding chemical composition, in combination
with realistic engine conditions (considering T/p) is repeated with the simulator (BACS) for Task 3A sampling. Online
chemical monitoring and analysis of OP compounds is done for these 6 fumes.”
This was modified from the first version reading:” In Task 2 fumes will be generated using the BACS at realistic eengine
conditions (considering T/p). Online chemical monitoring and analysis of organophosphate compounds will be done
for these fumes”.
However, it is not clear enough.
Pag. 7 – The fume online monitoring covers both microphysical and chemical properties (text reads:” Online chemical
monitoring and analysis of OP compounds”
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3.2 REPORTS - D7
“D7-T2.2
T2.2 Exposure Monitoring: Flight Test 1 Test Results Report”: CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE
“Nice to have” Comments
The last version of the document was modified according to the last SC comments. However, not all the requested
comments were addressed (e.g. importance of online monitor for future in flight tests, importance of source
apportionment, caution to consider certain situation as toxic).
Importantly, access to FT1 dataset should be enabled.

“D7-T2.3 Exposure Monitoring: Flight Tesst 2 Ground Test Results Report”:
”: CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE
Comments “mandatory
andatory for possible acceptance of the document”
The design of the FT2 experiment raises concerns related to (at least): interpretation of results and conclusions,
reproducibility of results, representativeness and accuracy of data, as well as comparison between FT2 and FT1
findings. These concerns are particularly
articularly serious as regards ultrafine particles (UFPs) and black carbon.
The current definition of “baseline” conditions is not clear enough to guarantee reproducibility and
representativeness of data and results. Consider for example UFPs - but similar arguments may apply to other
compounds. It should be necessary to investiga
investigate
te both sources (through a source apportionment analysis) and
physicochemical properties of the “baseline” UFPs (here referred to as “baseline UFPs”) found to have “steady
concentration around ~2*105/cm³ particles”. This is necessary to gain knowledge from this experiment about UFPs
generated through the contamination event (here referred to as “event UFPs”). The statement that there could be a
link to “external sources e.g. engine exhaust” (referred to as “exhaust UFPs”) is not enough to explain findings. Given
the lack of a standardized procedure to measure UFPs smaller than 23 nm directly from engine exhausts, it should be
clarified how can these “exhausts UFPs” during both baseline and event conditions be characterized and identified.
Given the number of additional possible external sources (urban areas, cars, other aircrafts) it should be clarified
how to separate “event UFPs” from UFPs from external sources. Indeed, this point raises a serious concern on the
reproducibility of FT2 results in future simi
similar experiments.
Notably, these “baseline UFPs” (including but not limited to “exhaust UFPs”) acted on, and interacted with, the
“event UFPs”. For example, “baseline UFPs” possibly acted as a condensation si
sink
nk for the “event UFPs” in the
nucleation mode size
ize range and possibly participated in coagulation processes relevant to affect results. Importantly,
physicochemical properties (at least, particle number concentration and size distribution, physical state, chemical
composition, mixing state, surface rea
reactivity)
ctivity) of the “event UFPs” did change: these were significantly affected by the
presence of “baseline UFPs”. This problem highly is not described enough, and should be properly addressed.
Indeed, it might possibly provide a rationale for the contrasting FTR2 conclusions about UFPs that “the steep
increase of ultrafine particulate matter at the beginning of the odor event may be a good indicator for fresh
contamination with engine oil. However it needs to be considered that occurrence of ultrafine particul
particulate matter is
not exclusive and may be mixed up with external sources e.g. engine exhaust.” This affects one of the major FT2 (and
FT1) conclusions that “UFPs might be an indicator of fresh contamination with engine oil. While this conclusion was
expected, it should be noted that the concerns here stated might add uncertainty (rather than clarity) to the
conclusion.
Also, these concerns might possibly explain the findings about black carbon (contrasting to FT1 findings) that “the
cabin BC levels are in general
ral found to be moderately higher than the cockpit BC levels” .
Further to that, based on both the concerns above and the procedure used to generate the event, it should be
clarified how FT2 results can be linked to FT1 findings, and what can FT2 results specifically add to the general
understanding.
Finally, it should
d be noted that FT2 “goal was to produce an oil smell in the cabin due to contamination of the bleed
system”. The design of the experiment and related results are in line with that goal, indeed. There was no aim to
characterize such event to help understan
understanding
ding possible health effects. This might again provide a rationale explaining
the difficulty to gain knowledge from FT2 relevant to assess possible toxicity.
Minor comments:
- physicochemical measurements were performed, and not only chemical measurements (e.g., Pag.2)
- rewording and nomenclature (e.g., meaning of “Between the baseline condition and the contamination there is no
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significant shift of the maximum of the particle diameter curve
curve” , pag.2; meaning of “smaller nanometers”(pag.3);
nanometers”
use of the term
rm “ultrafine particulate matter” - not common
The report is unstructured, confusing and poorly written. Furthermore, the reason of this unplanned ground test is
not mentioned or misrepresented. The selection and quality of the analytical data does not m
meet the promised
validated standard (see FACTS proposal). A lot of data is not placed or is placed in the wrong context, which makes
understanding even more difficult. Many abbreviations are not explained and concentration units are not used
consistently. The quality of the results (error indication) is consistently not evident and in many places results merge
with wild hypotheses to form an opaque concoction. In other parts of the report, important analysis results are
completely lacking interpretation or the comparison with literature data. Nevertheless, important findings regarding
oil decomposition can be derived from this ground test. The report cannot be published in this state.
Detailed view (excerpts):
PAGE 2: Comment: Please mention that this test was a substitute for the failed A380 flight test.
PAGE 2: “Every specialist and crew on board…” Comment: Please specify the number (no SC members)
PAGE 2: “The Rolls Royce Smell Scale…” Comment: Please specify "RR smell scale"
PAGE 3: Add Abbreviation RRSS here.
PAGE 3: “TCPP-11 concentration measured in the cockpit during ground test event increases from 0.226
µg/m3 to 5.95 µg/m3. TCPP-22 concentration measured in the cockpit during ground test event
increases from 0.072 µg/m3 to 1.47 µg/m3.” Comment: How can the increase in TCPP
TCPP-1
1 and TCCP-2
TCCP concentrations
during contamination event be explained?
PAGE 7: Add Abbreviation RRSS here.
PAGE 7: Add Abbreviation AGÖF-90
90 here.
PAGE 7: Add Abbreviation CM3 seat here.
PAGE 8 - Introduction: Please mention that this was a substitute test for the failed flight test without SC observers.
PAGE 8: "The research described in this report is part of Task 2: “Exposure Monitoring: Identification of the causes of
bleed air contamination
nation and assessment of impact on the quality of cockpit/cabin air”". Comment: No, the ground
test was foreseen as substitute test only.
PAGE 8: "Flight tests / Ground Engine Tests". Comment: No, the ground test was foreseen as substitute test only.
PAGE 9: "RR Trent engines" Comment: Please specify the engine type more detailed.
PAGE 10: "oil make used". Comment: Do you mean - oil brand used?
PAGE 10: "75% of all on-board
board personnel perceive an oil smell during the contaminated flight." Comment: What was
actually
ctually the personnel number equivalent to 75%?
PAGE 10: "The known indicator device Aerotracer shows a clear “Engine Oil” signal." Comment: Is this procedure
validated and what does the Aerotrace actually detect?
PAGE 12 Table 3: "IMS", "UFP", "PM" Commen
Comment: Add to abbreviation list!
PAGE 13, Table 4: Comment: The assignment of the samples taken to the dry cranking events mentioned in the
header remains unclear.
PAGE 13: Comment: Specify CM3 seat
PAGE 14-15:
15: Comment: Specify LH/RH side here
PAGE 19: "slam-deslam
eslam manoeuvre" Comment: Please explain!
PAGE 20: "PCOT" Comment: Please add to the abbreviations
PAGE 22: "ATA21 Ducting" Comment: Please explain and add to abbreviation list.
PAGE 22 and PAGE 23 Table 13: "Figure 13 shows the mixer temperature" Comment: As long the geometry of the air
supply is not explained or illustrated in a scheme; nobody can understand the importance of section 4.6.
PAGE 24: "Aerotracer shows no oil marker signal" Comment: The reader would like to know what kind of oil marker
the Aerotracer
rotracer can actually detect. Please explain.
PAGE 24: "GDA ... RAID-M"
M" Comment: Please explain and add to abbreviation list.
PAGE 24: "...induces a short oil marker peak for the trim line GDA." Comment: What are these peaks? What is the
chemistry behind this
his detection? Please explain.
PAGE 24: "This would limit the trim line bleed air intake and thus could lead to discrimination of valeric acid and
consequently a reduced response of oil identification by the IMS devices." Comment: How do you know that vale
valeric
acid was detected by the IMS devices? Is there validation data available? Please explain.
PAGE 24: "This could also be explained through the fact, that the RAID
RAID-M
M was not connected directly to the air outlet
via a hose but sampled the cabin air downstr
downstream
eam of it on top of an installed rack and hence a dilution effect with
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cabin air needs to be taken into account." Comment: As long the geometry of the air supply is not explained nobody
can understand this passage.
PAGE 25: "The comparison between the Aero
Aerotracer
tracer and the GDA at the same engine #2 trim line access shows a
distinct difference between the results and reaction of these two. This may have been due to a prior contamination
or an insufficient air sample supply due to the installation of the GDA dev
device.
ice. Therefore the trim line Aerotracer data
looks more plausible." Comment: All remains speculation as long the signal reading of both devices is not explained
or validated.
PAGE 25 text and Table 15: "...1.75 SS" Comment: What for stands SS? Please use R
RRSS
RSS as introduced above.
PAGE 25: "AT" Comment: AT = Aerotracer? Please add to abbreviation list.
PAGE 25: "...to picture a good engine oil contamination signal." Comment: Again, provide some evidence (e.g.,
validation data) to this important claim.
PAGE 27: "The red dotted lines mark..." Comment: Where can you find them?
PAGE 27: "While the high point of the cabin particulate matter happens slightly later than the Aerotracer max
reading in the cockpit, the particle maximum of the second event is slightly before the Aerotracer high point."
Comment: What does this tell us? Please explain.
PAGE 28 Figure 18: "Figure 18: Total Particle Concentration and the Aerotracer Oil Marker" Comment: The
aerotracer oil marker - what exactly? Please specify.
PAGE 28: "Generally
rally the particle diameter distribution seems to tend to the lower sizes and all slightly resembles a
bell curve." Comment: Why is this observation important? Please explain.
PAGE 29: "Black carbon (BC)" Comment: Please add to abbreviation list.
PAGE 31: "According to the oil marker valeric acid in the IMS recordings in Figure 14 corresponding to the strong
odor perception of the occupants the second phase of contamination samples should have been able to capture a
clear oil event signal." Comment: Valeric acid detection is an interesting claim. I would like to see the instrument
validation data here.
PAGE 31: "AGÖF (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Ökologischer Forschungsinstitute e.V.)" Comment: Abbreviation list!
PAGE 31 and Figure 21-25: "...NIK/EU--LCI values and AGÖF
ÖF P90 values ...however they may not be visible due to the
chosen y-axis
axis ranges." Comment: If values are not visible, provide numbers instead.
PAGE 31: "Two samples were taken from the cabin and one from the cockpit for each period. For the cabin the
average of the redundant samples is reported in the following figures." Comment: Why was that done? How should
the two events be compared? This does not make sense. Please explain.
PAGE 31 and Figure 21-25:
25: "In Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23, Figure 24 an
and
d Figure 25 the substances are listed by
compound group. For a few groups, substances that are of a general interest from the perspective of air quality are
listed even if they were not detected during both sampling periods." Comment: In this way, the orig
origin and the
visualization of the data remains unclear. Please mark exactly for which substances this was the case.
PAGE 32: "The known oil marker Valeric acid is not detected during the baseline and clearly increases to 30 μg/m³
during the contamination event."
nt." Comment: The increase of valeric acid and heptanoic acid is the most important
finding here. The interaction with the other acids, however, needs a little more explanation.
PAGE 32: "Heptatonic acid" Comment: heptanoic acid
PAGE 32 Figure 22: Comment: Due to the unclear selection of the data, the meaning of this figure is considerably
reduced. One would like to be able to distinguish between event 1 and event 2.
PAGE 33: "Only 2-Butanone,
Butanone, Hexanal, Hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane and Phenol concentrations in
increase in the cockpit
and cabin during the event." Comment: This is a lousy interpretation of this observation, because most of the other
substances show also a slight increase in concentration. If more was known about measurement errors, a normal
fluctuation
ion in measurement could also be made responsible.
PAGE 33: "Phenol concentration increases during the event." Comment: This is absolutely correct. This is an
extremely unusual value for cabin air. Another artificial source must indeed be considered here.
PAGE 35: "However, clear concentration increase can be seen for valeric acid, formaldehyde and acetaldehyde for
both, cabin and cockpit." Comment: What about heptanoic acid? Please check this.
PAGE 38: "In the following figures, Figure 28, Figure 29, Figur
Figuree 30 and Figure 31, the substances are listed in similar
groupings as before. Some compounds are listed even if they have not been detected during both sampling periods.
In case NIK/EU-LCI
LCI values and AGÖF P90 values exist they are also shown, however they may not be visible in case
the values exceed the chosen y-axis
axis range." Comment: Why this unusual kind of data selection? See comment above.
Please explain.
PAGE 38: "A concentration increase with event can also be seen with Propanoic acid, Butanoic acid, H
Hexanoic acid,
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Heptanoic acid and Octanoic acid.. Acetic acid shows the highest concentrations of all acids in the baseline as well as
in the event sampling." Comment: Indeed, this is an extraordinary observation. The concentration of acetic acid is an
orderr of magnitude higher than the IBP data. This reveals profound problems in the validated measurement
technology used. This also includes the observation that 35µg phenol / m3 could not be detected by TNO. This is
simply impossible. The measured values are not reliable.
PAGE 39 Figure 31: "Analytical results aromatic compounds (TNO)" Comment: Again, where is phenol? It cannot be
overlooked. Who is wrong here?
PAGE 39: "This is not consistent with results provided by IBP and concentrations would exceed respec
respective odor
thresholds significantly. It may be considered that artefacts from Tenax could contribute to these findings."
Comment: Good observation - the results are far away of being consistent. And no, this is not an Tenax artefact.
Nonanal and decanal are well known cabin air contaminants. In short: The VOC results cannot be published in its
current state!
PAGE 42: "Only the substances are depicted that have been found in both samples at the same measurement
position." Comment: Why this? The deviations rev
reveal
eal more clearly the poor quality of the measurements performed.
The omission of the differences is data manipulation.
PAGE 42-43 Figure 33-34:
34: Comment: The selection, comparison and presentation of the data is a scandal. This is data
manipulation to perfection.
ction. The actual problems in the interlaboratory comparison are ignored.
PAGE 42: "Again, only substances found by both laboratories are shown in Figure 34." Comment: Again, why this?
The deviations are evident.
PAGE 43 Figure 34: "Sampling Event Comparis
Comparison
on of Substances" Comment: Here both events are being compared excellent! I would like to see this for all data. Something is wrong here!
PAGE 43: "Differences in results between two laboratories could have multiple reasons:
- Sampled air may not be homogenously
genously distributed in cabin.
- Normal standard deviation of interlaboratory comparisons amounts 30
30-50%.
Differences in concentrations occurs if compound specific calibration standards are used or calculation is based on
the response of a certain compound."
Comment: This is a bad joke and both parties are aware of it. Phenol is not even mentioned. These deviations cannot
be explained that simple.
e. I simply assume a lousy quality management in method application. Unpublishable!
PAGE 43: "The mono and di-ortho
ortho isomers were synthesized by TNO." Comment: The mono and di
di-ortho isomers of
TCP? Please specify.
PAGE 43: "It was not possible to separate aand
nd analyse isopropylated phenylphosphates since pure analytical
standards are not commercially available yet." Comment: Note this method was urgently needed for the flight test 1
when TCP-free
free engine oil was used. However, this reveals another analytical d
deficit
eficit of the consortium.
PAGE 44: "All TBP concentrations measured in cabin and cockpit during baseline and ground test event are above the
AGÖF value of <1μg/m³." Comment: The
These are unusual high values that need some more explanation here.
PAGE 44 last section:
ection: Comment: This section needs to be linked to Figure 37. An explanation for the CPP increase in
the cockpit would also be good.
PAGE 45: "...no mono, di or tri ortho isomers from TCP’s were detected." Comment: This is indeed difficult with the
method given. Here I would like to take a closer look at the validation with the standards.
PAGE 45: "Tri(m, m, p)- cresyl phosphate, Tri(m, p, p)
p)- cresyl phosphate and Tri(p, p, p)- cresyl phosphate show an
increase in concentration during the ground test event
event."
." Comment: Can we have numbers here?
PAGE 46 Table 7-8:
8: Comment: What is such poor representation good for? Again, can we have numbers here?
PAGE 47: "Especially because of the clear perception of 22-ethyl
ethyl hexanoic acid, tetradecanoic acid and hexadecanoic
acid, this sample is considered contaminated by axillary sweat and fatty fingers." Comment: To sort out undesired
results in such a way is simply not scientific.
PAGE 47: "Organic acids are very well detected by the human nose in the low μg/m³ range where
whereas some GC-MS
systems may have difficulties in detecting such amounts. Ignoring baseline cabin 1 result, pentanoic acid and
hexanoic acid show a clear intensity increase between baseline and event in cockpit and cabin." Comment: May I
remind the consortium that valeric acid have been found with 30
30-40
40 µg / m3 and heptanoic acid with 4-5µg
4
/ m3
during the events? Olfactometry is normally not required for such quantities of these stinky acids. Interference with
sweat is also not expected. Something is wrong wi
with the method.
PAGE 47: "Ignoring baseline cabin 1 result, pentanoic acid and hexanoic acid show a clear intensity increase between
baseline and event in cockpit and cabin." Comment: What about heptanoic acid? Why hexanoic acid? This does not
support the hypothesis
ypothesis of oil contamination.
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PAGE 49: "1ppb" Comment: The use of ppb is inappropriate here. Stick to µg/m3 instead!
PAGE 49: "This is consistent compared to the Aerotracer values from the cockpit according to Airbus laboratory
semi-quantitative calibration
ion tests." Comment: Aerotracer is not a validated method for valeric acid detection?
PAGE 49 Figure 41: Comment: Where is the first event? For acetic acid values about 40 ppb should be found for the
second event at 20°C. Furthermore, the baseline readings do not fit to the VOC analytical results. The results are also
inconsistent for valeric acid. What is this good for?
Page 51 Section 8.4 and Figure 44: "Organophosphates" Comment: This clearly shows how pointlessly not validated
methods are. Where is the added value of these results?
PAGE 60: "Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer (EEP)" Comment: Please add EEP and/or EEPS to the abbreviation list.
A clear weakness in the report is the very limited documentation of the particle size distributions at different points
in the experiments. The EEPS should have provided a large amount of data in this regard but all that is presented is
one plot.
Minor comments:
Section 3.3 Installation location inside the aircraft
For those instruments with a sample line, be very specific about the exact location of the sample line intake. The
report is pretty good in this respect but for those sample lines connected to the “supply air” be very clear. Was the
sample line insert well into the air supply opening so that only supply air could be sampled or were they placed in the
airstream from the supply air? Due to the rapid entrainment of cabin air in the supply air jet, a location even a few
centimetres from the opening could potentially include cabin air.
Section 4.1 Pertinent aircraft configuration and ground test execution.
While it is documented in this section that the recirculation fans were off during FT2, tthis
his point is not mentioned
elsewhere in the report. The fact that the recirculation fans were off is a very important point. With these fans off,
the air supplied to the cabin is 100% bleed air. Those devices that were truly sampling the supply air were in fact
sampling bleed air, not cabin air. This point is important for interpreting the results and perhaps should be made
more prominently rather than only mentioned in this table.
Figure 19.
It seems what is being plotted here is the concentration of particles for each diameter interval. Thus, the sum of the
points for a given curve would give the total concentration of particles. However, it is not 100% clear and perhaps
should be explained better particularly for the benefit of readers who may not be familiar with the presentation of
aerosol size distributions.
7.1 VOC and aldehyde measurements
The levels of formaldehyde and acetaldehyde measured here were about an order of magnitude lower than reported
in the VIPR measurements (Space et al, 2017). While the difference could potentially be attributed to several
factors, it might be useful to consider what it might imply about the magnitude of the oil contamination that was
present for FT2 since the contamination rate is documented for the VIPR meas
measurements.
Other
It was not feasible to measure bleed air temperature at the engine. It would be very useful if it could be estimated.
The engine manufacturer has this capability and likely Airbus as well. If they could be persuaded to provide this
information
rmation it would be very useful when making comparison to other data that may be or may become available.
It is not clear why two different time duration were selected for first and second dry cranking procedure (Table 5).
This requires an explanation in the report and possible discussion on the potential effects on the analysed
contamination.
What is the rationale of considering also the taxing phase in the second event test (Table 5)?
Page 24. “During the measurements the IMS devices installed (Aerotrac
(Aerotracer,
er, the GDA and the RAID-M)
RAID
were set
tomeasure mainly one specific oil marker substance (valeric acid)” this is not clear. Why the instruments were set in
this specific condition. Please provide a rationale for this choice.
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Page 27 “While the high point off the cabin particulate matterhappens slightly later than the Aerotracer max reading
in the cockpit, the particle maximum of thesecond event is slightly before the Aerotracer high point.” This
presentation of the data is not clear a really brief and limite
limited.
d. A more in deep discussion should be reported, also
with tentative causes of this differences between the two events.
Page 28 “6.2 Particle Diameter Distribution”. A comprehensive figure representing the size of the particles with the
time and particles concentration should be presented to give an overall account of the time trend of particles
concentration and diameter. The pictures report a very limited amount of information recorded by the EEPS.
Page 29 “No particular increases in BC were detected during the engine bleed tests;” This statement is not correct. A
clear peak is found at time 13.28. This is transient but sstill
till different from reported background and possibly related
to the dry cranking procedure. Why this is not discussed? The data cannot be discussed as mean value over the
different test phases. The importance of online monitors is to detect transient but p
possibly
ossibly significant events.
Page 42. “Comparison of VOC Findings”. If the consortium want to compare results from different procedures they
should consider to provide also fold increase values over a selected parameter i.e. fold increase over baseline in
cockpit,
ockpit, to assess if the two procedures, although providing different absolute values are however able to give the
same information (for data in figure 33). This is relevant above all when referring to event results. In this case the
more obvious choice would
uld be to give the fold increase of the event over the relative baseline value (data in figure
34).
Page 47. “7.5 GC-Olfactometry (GC-Sniffing)”
Sniffing)” This procedure is not clear in term of added value to the research if not
put in a broader context. Is this testt a tentative approach to evaluate the capability of cabin crews or passengers to
smell the odours? Or what?
Page 49. “8 PTR Mass Spectrometry MSAR” This should be presented and discussed with the other on
on-line monitors.
Correlation with particles distribution
tion and BC should be performed and discussed.
Page 55. “Ultrafine particulate matter, detected with a maximum of particulates with a size around 10 nm, may
beindicative for condensation of previously evaporated material of low volatility like engine oil b
base stock.” This
discussion is limited and does not explore the entire information of the data recorded (see previous comments).
Page 55. “Black carbon measurements however do neither correlate” Results on black carbon should be discussed
considering previous comment.
Page 57. A concluding remarks of the time resolution information given by online monitors should be added.
This is a partial report, that still is bloated and confusing and needs a fundamental revision to make it readable
Questions arise on 330 neo. It is an important piece of evidence, even if there is limited understanding in the
reliability, selectivity of the new electronic sensors. Most importantly, this aaircraft by TAP had been in Toulouse due
to repeated CAQ events and
nd many crews complain
complained of symptoms.
Access to FT2 dataset should be enabled
“D7-T2.5 ECS swap”:
”: CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE
Comments “mandatory
andatory for possible acceptance of the document”
The procedure was considered by the Consortium not relevant “page 43 of the proposal reads [..] sampling surface
won’t add value to knowledge of bleed air quality”. The information to draw some conclusion on the relation
between contaminants found in the swaps and flow of bleed air should be presented or discussed.
“D7-T3A1 Preliminary Experiments”:: CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE
Comments “mandatory
andatory for possible acceptance of the document”
It is not fully supported the following statement “In summary, the approach of fume trapping, followed by WAF
extraction, zebrafish neuromotor viewing and, finally, enzyme inhibition assessment, is ready for testing of the
neurotoxic hazard of oil fume mixtures.” when only the 22 % of heated oil was recovered (CTO3 page 33)
In the document the dissolution of oil compounds is performed with DMSO and Ethanol. The report says “Ethanol
was chosen instead of DMSO as the maximal solubility of oils” for Zebrafish tests. However for “Overall toxicity
tests”, page 7 of the report, it is stated that “A concentration
concentration-response
response curve of TCP up to 36.8
3
μg/mL (100 μM) at
0.1% DMSO”. Again for Enzyme activity testing on zebrafish embryos it is reported that “zebrafish larvae exposed to
technical TCP dissolved in 0.1% DMSO”. This inconsistency between preliminary tests is not clearly described.
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Pag.4 – The conclusion reads: “The cold trapping procedure (impinger in liquid N2) resulted in highly repeatable
trapping of the different components in the oil fume mixture. There were some losses of particles, breaking through
the impinger, but these could be captured
aptured using an extra impinger filled with glass beads/fish water, placed in series
after the first impinger. Mixing of the trapped oily substance into fish water was most effective when mixing the
condensate into fish water during three days before its u
use
se in the neuromotor assay. Furthermore, the methodology
of CaE and NTE enzyme inhibition testing was successfully applied to frozen homogenates of those zebrafish. In
summary, the approach of fume trapping, followed by WAF extraction, zebrafish neuromotor viewing and, finally,
enzyme inhibition assessment, is ready for testing of the neurotoxic hazard of oil fume mixtures.”
However, as stated, it may be misleading. In fact, the methodology has huge limitations associated to particle
trapping. Several artefacts
facts are expected. As an example, the particle size distribution (PSD) of the fumes is modified
by the trapping. The PSD does matter for inhalation studies within the human body (it affects the doses deposited,
possible translocation mechanisms, entering routes, target organs). The same applies to the ALI-MEA
ALI
tests. Whilst
this is an unsolved problem in the scientific community, it would be nice to have a paragraph describing the
limitation of the work, where this is clearly stated.
Page 6, it is reported for MEA assay that “Effects were tested in the dose range of 0.16 to 100 μM (36.8
(36.8-0.06 mg/L).
Initial tests were performed using DMSO as solvent. In the later experiments ethanol was used as it appeared to be
a more suitable solvent for technical oil” but in the report it is not defined if the consistency of the data have been
verified or if the DMSO experiments were completely replaced by Ethanol based ones. Also, the solvent of the TCP
mixture is not reported “MEA cell neuronal cell cultures were exposed to 100, 20, 4, 0.8 en 0.16 μM technical TCP
mixture (36.8-0.06
0.06 mg/L).”, page 10 of the report.

“D7-T3A2
T3A2 Assessment of 6 fumes generated with mini
mini-BACS for bioassay assessment”:
”: CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE
Comments “mandatory for possible acceptance of the document”
Pag.8 – The procedure to sample the fumes/aerosol does include a processing (e.g., expansion, cooling, trapping),
which does change crucially the physicochemical properties of the aerosol particles (e.g., particle size distribution).
Notably, there is no standardized method actually to sample ultrafine particles (both solid and liquid fractions) from
engines.
As mentioned above, this is a limitation of the current study, which could have not been solved by the Consortium.
The problem, as said, was raised by the SC and the Consortium is aware of it, as mentioned for example in D3
D3-T3A
Detailed Test Plan Toxic: “Fumes generated and condensing in the system may be different in different realistic and
other test settings,
tings, and are a ‘worst case’ (near to the place where fume is generated, using pure oil).”
Again, it is suggested to add a more detailed section discussing the limitations of the study, including artifacts for
aerosol particle sampling, and subsequent lim
limitations
itations of the toxicological findings. A rationale for the statement that
the used procedure is a worst case scenario should be provided.
Page 11 Sampling using cold trap. Trap 2 should be described according to “Document FACTS Task 3A: Preliminar
Experiments
riments (page 35)” for consistency of the two documents.
Page 15. How filter samples were extracted? Why PTFE was used and not quartz? The method should be better
described with a rationale for the solution selected. PTFE is not the most recommended mater
material for sampling
aerosol with high organic molecules. Please describe also how filters extraction was performed.
Page 17. Why is DMSO used to suspend sampled oil fumes when Ethanol was defined more suitable in preliminary
tests?
Page 23. The selection of DMSO up to 1% is not justified by the data. At this concentration viability is already
reduced to, roughly, 80%. DMSO modify membrane fluidity and act as ROS scavenger therefore affecting the
responses. Doses of DMSO lower than 0.
0.7% are usually recommended.
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Pag. 29: Findings suggest that high values (higher than the ones measured during the FT1) are needed to reach the
observed neurotoxicity effects for acute exposure. The lowest observed effect concentration was 1 g mL-1, which
corresponds to 103 mg m-3.
3. Measured concentration after the oven/expansion/final dilution was 49 mg m
m-3
corresponding to 9 107 cm-3,
3, the theoretical concentration in mixing chamber of 360 mg m
m-3
Pag. 51: The conclusions reading that “Both acute (0.5 h) an
and sub-chronic exposure (24-48
48 h) to oil fumes induce an
inhibition of neuronal activity in primary rat cortical cultures.” should state also the lowest observed effect
concentration and discuss how representative this is in comparison to the Flight Tests d
data available. “Increasing
exposure duration reduces the neurotoxic potential of hydraulic oil fumes” this statement is only partially supported
by the data (mainly hydraulic fluid 1) and should be rephrased

“D7-T3A3
T3A3 Bioassay assessment and limited mice inhalation study using RIVM mini-BACS”: CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE
Comments “mandatory
andatory for possible acceptance of the document”
The document is a very preliminary draft and could not consider a final report. It contains just material and methods
without any significant information to be considered for future evaluations.

“D7-T3B
T3B Toxicological Risk Assessment for Air Cabin Pollution
Pollution”: CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE
Comments “mandatory
andatory for possible acceptance of the document”
References are not reported.
Nanoparticles as having a potential distinct toxicity mechanism should be added.
Toxicity mechanism / target organ do not encompass the various toxicity risks : i. e.
•
irritants (most identified compounds),
•
carcinogens (i. e. benzene, B naphtalenamine
naphtalenamine)
•
Endocrine disruptors: Triphenyl phosphate is under current investigation by Reach / ECHA as a potential
endocrine disruptor. So are PAHs. https://echa.europa.eu/substance
https://echa.europa.eu/substance-information/-/substanceinfo/100.003.739
/substanceinfo/100.003.739
•
synergistic and potentiation factors (i. e. to include n-hexane).

The toxicity risk assessment is different for above toxicity mechanisms.
An explanation of this lack of discussion should be presented if not a more complete presentation of all the possible
hazard identified.
Page.21 – It is said that the first step is the problem formulation, which requires the scenario definition based on the
understanding of the chemical mixture in the cabin air. However, “For now, the chemical mixture in cabin air is not
yet fully characterised”. Does itt imply that no risk assessment can be carried out now and that it is recommended to
address any future actions to first define the chemical mixture in cabin air?
Page.22 Table 3: why no value measured during the FACTS project are shown here?
Page. 23 – It is proposed to “ to compare the concentrations of chemicals in cabin air with their respective reference
values”. However, it is said before that the complete list of these chemicals is unknown. For some of these (UFPs)
there is no reference value.
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Page. 22: The conclusion that the mixture is constant over long periods of time “ Chronic exposure to chemicals
from multiple sources is likely, such as engine oil, hydraulic oil, deicing fluids or upholstery and other synthetic
materials (Table 3) is questionable.
tionable. The mixture in the air may also include (ultrafine) particulates. Although there
may be differences in the composition of the chemical mixture over the course of a flight and lifetime of an airplane,
it can be assumed the mixture is constant over long periods of time.”

“D7-T4 Risk Mitigation Strategy – Intermediate Report
Report”: CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE
Comments “mandatory
andatory for possible acceptance of the document”
A sentence explaining that only engineering controls are presented and not operational ones, such as diversion nor
operational protocols to isolate source, should be added.
The document should add some rapid consideration over oxygen masks for flight
flight-deck,
deck, as an engineered equipment
Flight safety is not included in the discussion, though it is an identified part of the “risk”
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3.3 Final Report - D7
Please, refer to comments raised in the previous pages before considering comments here listed, which have to be
considered as in addition to those comments
comments.
“D7 Final Report”: CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE
Comments “mandatory
andatory for possible acceptance of the document”
The document is incomplete and poorly written. What was done in which contest? How are partial results achieved?
The document should be revised prior publication also to remove incorr
incorrect
ect claims and unnecessary filler texts.
The present form of the final report has gained from the previous review and discussion with the Consortium. Spell
check and further objectivity review of enouncements can definitively improve it.
Pag.5, Executive summary: “Seeking to capture fume events through an extensive commercial flight campaign would
therefore be overly cost and time inefficient and may not lead to the desired outcomes. Even in case it would be able
to capture sufficient data this way, the interpretation will always be subject to doubts. Reasons for such doubt find
origin in a multitude of aspects: First of all, not one fume event is identical, making it less suitable for statistical
analysis. Secondly, not one aircraft is ide
identical.
ntical. Engine and engine ages vary, and also make and configuration vary.
Operational conditions, ECS, and cabin air distribution systems vary
vary.”
These statements and in particular the sentence ““the
the interpretation will always be subject to doubts”
doubts may be
misinterpreted, and should be clarified. In fact, the problem is the lack of a standardized methodology to measure air
quality in the aircraft/cockpit. It is not the impossibility to do it. One of the results of the FACTS project has been an
improvement in the understanding of what parameters are worth to be measured during in
in-flight field
measurements, and how these should be measured. Recommendations for the future to standardize relevant
measurement methodology could be added. In fact, this is exactly on
onee of the conclusion from the literature review at
pag.6:
“Most of the in-flight
flight measurement campaigns differed in experimental design, analytical approaches and the way of
expressing results statistically. This makes it difficult to make comparisons. Analy
Analytical
tical 6eap6ardization processes are
needed in order to harmonize air quality monitoring.”
Pag.11: Recommendations from the Flight test 1: “Mobile and easy to use UFP instruments should be put in a number
of airplanes, preferably in the cockpit for long tterm
erm monitoring, to gain more insight in exposure of the crew to UFP.
During the flight the UFP parameter appeared to be the parameter with highest increases in concentration levels
compared to all the parameters that were measured in this campaign.”
I suggest adding to these, also mobile and easy to use BC instruments, as BC mass concentration was also found to
increase during the smell events in FT1. Notably, the combination of UFP and BC instruments has the potential to
give information on the ultrafine
fine solid particles (often referred to as uBC and soot). The uBC is highly debated in the
literature for a possible involvement in the generation of neurotoxicity.
Pag.12-13
13 : results and conclusions from the FT2 are added to this report. However, these have never been
considered by the SC. It is important to state this somewhere in the text (kind of disclaimer).
Pag. 12: The conclusion that “the
the approach of fume trapping, followed by WAF extraction, zebrafish neuromotor
viewing and, finally, enzyme inhibition assessment, is ready for testing of the neurotoxic hazard of oil fume mixtures
mixtures”
has never been approved by the SC. In particular, the last results discussed concerned the fact that ““There were
some losses of particles,
es, breaking through the impinge
impinge”.
”. No further information was discussed with the SC explaining
the conclusion that “these
these could be captured using an extra impinger filled with glass beads/fish water, placed in
series after the first impinger.”
Further, att pag.109, a more detailed explanation is provided: “Using the small-scale
scale oil fume generation set-up
set
during
the preliminar experiments, enough oil condensate could be trapped in the liquid N2-cooled
cooled impinger (cold-trap),
(cold
but
there was some particle breakthrough.
hrough. The median diameter of the particles at the outlet of the impinger, was
between 120- 170nm. A more complete trapping of the fume was reached, using the combination of a cold trap, in
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series with an impinger filled with glass beads/fish water. Eight
Eightyy % of the ultrafine particles were trapped in the latter
combined system. Indeed, solely using a liquid N2-cooled impinger, only 34-44%
44% of the ultrafine particles were
captured. They originated from breakthrough, but also most probably from nucleation in the cold impinger.
Nonetheless, those particles appeared to be of a similar chemical profile composition as was seen in the cold
cold-trapped
oil in the impinger. This means that there was some limitation in the amount, but not in the kind of compounds
trapped in the cold-trap.”
Questions may arise on: how the chemical profile composition of those UFPs was measured, what the metrics used
to evaluate of the “amount”” are, and the scarce importance given to the particle size distribution in the generation
of the toxicity.
It is suggested to rephrase as follows: “There were some losses of particles, breaking through the impinger, but their
mass” (i.e., substitute “their mass”” to ““these”)) “could be captured using an extra impinger filled with glass beads/fish
water, placed
laced in series after the first impinge.”
It could be important here to state clearly that the aim was to expose to a given mass of oil, regardless its
microphysical properties (cf. pag. 108 ““Aim was to check enough fume (100-200
200 mg) could be trapped in a 1-day
run”).
”). This limitation of the toxicological tests here presented should be stated in a proper paragraph (limitations of
this work).
A rationale for making the content of FTR2 as public whereas the content of FTR1 as confidential should be given to
avoid future misunderstanding/concerns/problem.
No relevant figure of FTR1 is here provided
Pag.20: The miniBACS operating conditions (P, T) are not mentioned. The report reads: “different types of engine oils
and hydraulic fluids havee been heated under laboratory conditions for chemical analysis”. In fact, it was agreed to
run miniBACS experiments under P, T conditions representative of FT1 (scenario 1).
Pag. 46: Caution should be put when presenting Table 4.18 as the only data summ
summary.
ary. In fact, it may be misleading
for several reasons including the followings. The average (a statistical mean or median, it is not clear) cannot
describe correctly a statistical sample, where data are characterized by a time variability (seconds) signif
significantly
shorter than the time used to calculate the average (several minutes). Also, it should be given to the reader the
rationale behind the choice to present averages of data from similar (but not equal) events (e.g., ToC 3&4), instead
of showing averages
es of each single event (i.e., ToC3 separately from ToC4). In fact, Fig.87 of FTR1 provides a better
data picture than the one presented in Table 4.18 of the overall report (data are presented as box
box-plots). Finally, the
caption of Table 4.18 reads “Averagee values measured in cabin/cockpit during provoked events and pack failures”,
but no value from the pack failure is here shown (cf. Fig 87 of FTR1).
Pag. 54: the meaning of “maximum concentration cockpit factor” is not clear enough and should be defined to avoid
misunderstandings.
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